Cepheid stars are crucial objects for a variety of topics that range from stellar pulsation and the evolution of intermediate-mass stars to the understanding the structure of the Galaxy and the Universe through the distance measurements they provide. The developments in hydrodynamical calculations, the release of large ground-based surveys, and the advent of continuous, space-based photometry revealed many puzzling phenomena about these stars in the last few years. In this paper I collected some important and new results in the topics of distance measurements and binarity investigations. I also summarize the most recent discoveries in their light variations, such as period doubling, modulation, lowamplitude additional modes, period jitter and the signs of granulation, and discuss the new opportunities that current and future space missions will offer for us.
Emese Plachy (Leavitt & Pickering, 1912) . Many achievements have been made to find the definitive form of the law since then. The new measurements are taken in long wavelengths or by employing empirically defined Wesenheit indices (Madore, 1982) to minimize reddening effects. The relation is clearly metallicity dependent, therefore differs for different galaxies. The Magellanic Clouds play the most important role in the calibration, being the closest neighbour galaxies. They have been mapped in detail by OGLE Survey that discovered almost ten thousand classical Cepheids in them (Soszyński et al., 2015c) . A possible break in, and nonlinearity of the PL relation were suggested (Ngeow & Kanbur, 2006) and are still debated. Effects of blends, bumps, eclipses and period changes on Leavitt's law was also considered recently by García-Varela et al. (2016) .
Accurate and reliable distance measurements of Cepheids are essential to calibrate Leawitt's law: the first Gaia data release (DR1) provided new trigonometric parallaxes of 212 Cepheids (Casertano et al., 2016) . The radial pulsation property is also used as a distance measurement technique known as the Baade-Wesselink (BW) method: if we measure the change in the angular diameter and the change in radius we are able to derive the distance of the object. The accuracy of this method is limited by the projection factor (p-factor) that converts radial velocity (RV) to pulsation velocity. We do not know the exact value of p-factor yet and its period dependence is also a matter of debate (Ngeow et al., 2012; Breitfelder et al., 2016) . While the p-factor gives the largest uncertainty in the BW method, Anderson (2014) pointed out another problem: if the RV and the photometric measurements are not simultaneous, the cycle-to-cycle changes that were detected in the RV curve of several stars, can cause significant systematic uncertainty. It is commonly believed that Cepheids are very regular variables, but this is not true for all Cepheids. The fraction of irregularly behaving Cepheids and the typical magnitude of the irregularities is unknown yet, only future statistics from space-based photometry can answer this.
Distance measurements can be very smart in peculiar cases. RS Puppis is the unique Cepheid star located in a reflection nebula. The light echoes of its brightness variation were used to determine the geometric distance of the nebula with polarimetric imaging taken by the Hubble Space Telescope (Kervella et al., 2014) . New distance measurements were published recently aimed at the region behind the bulge: 3 classical Cepheids were found to be in the nuclear bulge with approximately the same age (Matsunaga et al., 2011) , 5 other are located behind the Galactic bulge in the flared outer disk (Feast et al., 2014) , and 37 in the inner part of the bulge mostly behind the center of the Galaxy (Dékány et al., 2015) . Based on a different estimate for the extinction Matsunaga et al. (2016) debate this latter result, claiming that they are behind the inner disk. According to another interesting discovery 4 Cepheids were placed in a new dwarf galaxy behind the bulge at a distance of 90 kpc from the Galactic center (Chakrabarti et al., 2015) . This was shortly disproved when it turned out that 3 of these stars were measured by OGLE Survey and were found to be constant or spotted stars (Pietrukowicz et al., 2015) . The misclassification problem is indeed a serious issue, space photometric measurements also suggest that Cepheid impostors may reach high numbers (Szabó et al., 2011; Poretti et al., 2015) . Therefore Cepheid candidates require careful analysis before using them as distance indicators. 60% of classical Cepheids are expected to have a companion (Szabados, 2003) , but because of their large size they cannot reside in close binaries. The variations of the RV or the γ-velocity are useful tracers of binarity. Recently 9 new spectroscopic binaries were found among southern Cepheids (Szabados et al., 2013a,b) . The prototype δ Cephei was also suspected to be in a binary system (Anderson et al., 2015) . Cepheids in eclipsing binary systems provide accurate radii and masses, however, given the large separation it is not easy to find eclipses. Fortunately a statistical amount of decade-long photometric measurements are available in the OGLE database, and several binary systems with a Cepheid companion have already been published (Udalski et al., 2015) . The combined pulsating-eclipsing light curves provide not only physical properties with excellent accuracy but a distanceindependent determination of the p-factor too (Pilecki et al., 2013) . We also know an exotic binary system (OGLE-LMC-CEP-1718) consisting of two first overtone classical Cepheid variables (Gieren et al., 2014) . The investigation of the OGLE-LMC562.05.9009 double-lined binary revealed two very similar stars in the system: both of them fall in the theoretical instability strip, but only one is pulsating (Gieren et al., 2015) . An underestimation of the temperature or metallicity differences was suggested as possible source of this strange result. Direct imaging of Cepheid companions is possible by now, 39 such system were resolved recently by snapshots of Hubble Space Telescope (Evans et al., 2016) . Long-baseline interferometry is also a powerful tool to detect close faint companions (Gallenne et al., 2013) .
Pulsation characteristics
The pulsation of Cepheids has been studied in detail since it was generally accepted that their light variation is governed by pulsation driven by the κ-γ mechanism. Their characteristic pulsation amplitudes range from 0.2 to 2 magnitudes and the periods span from about one day to months. Cepheids are typical instances of radial stellar pulsation, which produce different features in the brightness variation according to the number of nodal surfaces in the star. Their number of 0,1,2,3 correspond to the fundamental mode, first-, second-, and third-overtone pulsation, respectively. Type II Cepheids and most of the classical Cepheids are fundamentalmode pulsators. The mode selection was investigated in detail with one-dimensional hydrodynamical models: the different pulsation modes group in well-determined regions in the logT eff -logL plane as it is shown in Figure 3 in Buchler (2009) . The majority of classical Cepheids are single-mode pulsators, but double-and triple-mode Cepheids also exist. Double-mode Cepheids, also referred to as beat Cepheids, are more frequent than triple-mode ones, from which we know only a few. The exact period ratios of the different modes are metallicity dependent, therefore it is useful information in metallic content studies (Buchler & Szabó, 2007) . One such study was recently published for the Galactic beat Cepheids (Kovtyukh et al., 2016) .
The fundamental-mode classical Cepheid light curves typically show a fast rise to the maximum and a slower decline. The shape of the descending branch is period dependent. In the 6-16 days period range we see the sign of the shock waves reaching the surface in the form of a secondary wave in the light curve, these are called bump Cepheids. The phase of the bump depends on the pulsation period, this property was christened Hertzsprung Progression after its discoverer (Hertzsprung, 1926) . Another subgroup, that contains mostly overtone-mode pulsators and called s-Cepheids, show symmetric light curves, that makes them easy to confuse with ellipsoidal binaries.
The identification of anomalous Cepheids in the Galaxy is not unambigous either. Their period range overlaps with RR Lyraes, BL Her stars and the and short period classical Cepheids as well. However, a large number of anomalous Cepheids were investigated in the Magellanic Clouds with the OGLE survey and it was found that their difference in the light curve shapes can be used to distinguish them. By plotting the Fourier parameters φ 21 and φ 31 against the period they form well-defined groups (Soszyński et al., 2015b) .
The cycle-to-cycle variation in light curves is more common in Type II Cepheids than in the classical ones. The irregularities become more prominent toward the longer periods. A very characteristic feature, that almost all RV Tau stars clearly display, is the alternation of the small-and the large-amplitude cycles.
Nonlinear phenomena
A central question in Cepheid pulsation is the role of nonlinear dynamics. Theoretical models from the 90's already predicted period doubling (PD) and chaos caused by half-integer resonances between pulsation modes for both Cepheid populations. With the novel, improved nonlinear convective hydrodynamical models the BL Her regime could be mapped and different routes to chaos have been found, as well as periodic windows between the chaotic regions (Smolec & Moskalik, 2014) . The extension of this model grid shows that there are two domains where PD can occur, in a low luminosity region where the period is between 2 and 6.5 days, and a high luminosity range above 9.5 day period in the W Vir regime (Smolec, 2016) . These calculations also show the most probable resonances responsible for the PD.
PD manifests as alternating cycles, and it was already identified in few BL Her stars in the OGLE data (Soszyński et al., 2011; Smolec et al., 2012) . A W Vir-type was found to show this phenomenon in the extended mission of the Kepler Space Telescope (Plachy et al. in prep.) . In the latter case the subharmonic frequencies appeared in the Fourier spectra, as a clear sign of PD. PD can be the explanation of the alternating cycles found by Templeton & Henden (2007) in the light curve of the prototype, W Virginis itself. The other population II classical pulsating stars, the RR Lyraes, also undergo PD episodes (Szabó et al., 2010) , actually this discovery attracted the attention to this phenomenon again.
The already mentioned alternation of the minima in RV Tau-type brightness variation, that is the main characteristic of this type, is believed to be also caused by nonlinear effects and it is referred to PD. Low-dimensional chaos was detected in two RV Tau stars (Kiss & Szatmáry, 2002; Kollath et al., 1998) . The occasional interchanges in the order of the deep and shallow minima, which is seen in some RV Tau light curves (Plachy et al., 2014) , is typical in chaotic systems and support the theory that nonlinear behaviour is indeed what we observe. Similar interchanges are also visible in the period doubled cycles of RR Lyrae stars.
Although the PD in RR Lyrae stars seem to be accompanied with the Blazhko effect, which turned out to be a common feature in RR Lyraes, similar amplitude and/or phase modulation is very rare in Cepheids. The only modulated Galactic Cepheid that we know so far is V473 Lyrae in which two modulation periods were identified (Molnár & Szabados, 2014) . We know other examples in the Magellanic Clouds from the OGLE Survey (Moskalik & Ko laczkowski, 2009; Soszyński et al., 2015a) . The modulated Cepheids are overtone or double-mode pulsators and all have short periods.
Nonradial modes
Thanks to the precision of OGLE, small-amplitude additional modes were recently discovered in Cepheid light curves, which form three groups near the 0.62 period ratio in the Petersen-diagram, just as the small-amplitude frequencies of RR Lyrae stars, resolved by space-based observations, do (Smolec &Śniegowska, 2016) . These additional periodicities were puzzling for a while as they could not be theoretically explained with radial or with nonradial pulsations either, therefore they have been called "the mysterious 0.62 ratio" or P x and F x for the corresponding frequency. Now the solution seems to be found: due to surface cancellations the true frequency is not the observed F x , that usually appears with the largest amplitude among the additional modes, but the half of it. With these considerations these modes can be modelled with linear nonadiabatic calculations and have been identified as nonradial modes with angular degrees from ℓ = 7 to 9 (Dziembowski, 2016) . Indeed, the 0.5 subharmonic of F x is present in a significant fraction of the observations.
Space photometry
Continuous and high precision space photometry is available for several Cepheid stars. The first space observation of a Cepheid was taken about Polaris using two instruments (the Solar Mass Ejection Imager on the Coriolis spacecraft and the star tracker of Wide Field Infrared Explorer) that were not designed to do photometry. But the light curves turned out to be so useful that they led to two important discoveries. One is that the long since observed amplitude decrease of Polaris turned into increase suggesting its cyclic nature rather than monotonic. The other discovery was a low-amplitude additional variation on the time scale of 2-6 days that was concluded to caused by granulation (Bruntt et al., 2008) .
The Canadian MOST satellite observed four Cepheid stars. Evans et al. (2015) found the fundamental mode RT Aur to be more stable than the first overtone SZ Tau that showed fluctuations in the amplitude. The analysis of the MOST data of V473 Lyr and U TrA is in progress (Molnár et al. in prep., in these proceedings) .
In the CoRoT measurements 7 classical Cepheids and a BL Her-type star were identified (Poretti et al., 2014 (Poretti et al., , 2015 . These stars do not show low-amplitude additional modes and only a very weak cycle-to-cycle variation was detected. However, a unique triple mode star was discovered among them, with an unusual period ratio.
The original Kepler field contained only one classical Cepheid: V1154 Cyg. The first 600 days of data already showed a light curve with period jitter (Derekas et al., 2012) , but the analysis of the whole 4 year data revealed a ∼158 day period amplitude modulation too (Kanev et al., 2015) . With the precision of Kepler, solar-like oscillation can be easily detected, but this star does not show such oscillations, which is consistent with the theory that large-amplitude pulsation blocks solar-like oscillations. However, granulation was detected with the time scale of 3-5 days (Derekas et al., 2016) . Kepler provided the first space photometry of an RV Tautype star (DF Cyg) as well (Bódi et al., 2016) .
The K2 mission of the Kepler space telescope provides a unique opportunity for the astronomical community to propose targets for high-quality photometric measurements: hundreds of Cepheids have been already proposed and observed during the first ten campaigns (Plachy et al., 2016) . The future launch of TESS mission promise us the greatest number of space observation about Cepheids ever. Many details are expected to emerge about the pulsation from the space-based photometry that may change our picture about these magnificent stars.
